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W

ith hunting season in full swing we hope that you have all been out in the field
enjoying your time with friends and family, and importantly enjoying Nevada and Nevada’s
wildlife.
We hope you enjoy this edition of the journal, as we have brought you what we feel are a
number of entertaining and informative articles.
While you are out there in the field, don’t forget us and please send your hunt photos and
stories to: mwalth219@gmail.com to be included in upcoming editions of the NBU Journal.
Be safe and go enjoy the outdoors.
Sincerely,

Mario R. Walther
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For more information on NBU
call (775) 870-4094 or visit our website
http://NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
rehabilitation process of these and other fires in the state.
We are contacting the appropriate agencies and working to
make sure that critical habitat is addressed.

L

et me take a minute to introduce myself. I’m Chris
Cefalu, the newly elected president of this great organization.
I want to thank the board for trusting me with the reins, I
could not do this without the backing from what I believe is
the best board a president can ask for. Special thanks to
outgoing president Josh Vittori for making my transition so
smooth, I have big shoes to fill for sure. I try to attend all
NBU sponsored events from guzzlers to trap & transplant
projects, social events, and youth sponsored programs. For
the volunteers that have been out to guzzlers and spring
projects, you know that I can be found behind the NBU
barbecue surrounded by hungry hard working volunteers
waiting for the steaks to come off the grill. If you haven’t
volunteered for a project yet please do, and we will make
sure to have steak ready for you at the end of the day.
By the time this Journal reaches you, summer will be
over, and I’m sure you are all well aware that Nevada is
experiencing a significant fire season. Some of the more
significant fires that have impacted wildlife habitat in northern
Nevada include, the Four Seasons Complex fire, northwest
of Tuscarora which burned just about 160,000 acres. Second
is the Roosters Comb Fire, north of Battle Mountain at
220,000 acres, the Snowstorms Fire also 50 miles north
of Battle Mountain with 116,000 acres scorched and the
Long Valley Fire, just north of Reno that consumed 85,000
acres. These are just a few in a long list of fires that have
burned and some that continue to burn throughout the state
(let’s keep our fingers crossed that the second half of fire
season is much quieter). All of these are impacting habitat
for mule deer, pronghorn, sage-grouse, chukar, and bighorn
sheep. NBU and other sportsman’s groups are tracking the
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Now for the fun stuff, hunting season has begun and we
are already seeing some great archery harvested big game
animals appearing on social media sites with some very
happy hunters. For all the lucky men, women and youth
that drew big game tags this year, congratulations! I wish
everyone a safe and successful hunt this fall, take a minute
while outdoors in the Nevada back country to enjoy all that is
around you. Nevada is not all bright lights and 24 hour night
life, we have some of the most beautiful back country that
a western hunter could ask for. Take a new person out with
you hunting this fall and help pass on our tradition, get them
involved in the outdoors.

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Animal Artistry
as a 37th Annual Banquet Sponsor

Happy hunting,

Christopher J. Cefalu
NBU President

WHEELS AND TIRES
FOR PERFORMANCE
AND GOOD LOOKS!
YOUR NORTHERN NEVADA LES SCHWAB TIRE
CENTERS ARE GIVING AWAY A WHEEL AND TIRE
PACKAGE VALUED UP TO $2500.

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Les Schwab
as a 37th Annual Banquet Sponsor

12 NORTHERN NEVADA LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
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STEP UP AND GET A FREE
$50 GIFT CARD TO SCHEELS

Editors Note: Please feel free to email us a picture of you in your NBU gear
for this new section of the journal. Emails can be sent to Mario Walther at
mwalth219@gmail.com.
Natalie Waggoner

NBU Member Chad Blanchard at Shasta

When you sign up for
an NBU license plate.
We only have have until March 2018 to reach the minimum
of 1,000 plates or they get discontinued. We just checked
with DMV and we’ve got a long way to go to get there! Put
one on your truck, car, trailer or motorcycle, send us a
picture, and we’ll send you the gift card. You’ll also have an
awesome plate on your rig while supporting Nevada’s
wildlife at the same time.

Natalie Waggoner
2017 Antelope

There are two ways to get it done:
1. Go on DMV’s website (http://www.dmvnv.com/
dashpass.htm), make an appointment, and it will take
15-20 minutes when you go into the DMV; or
2. Give us a call and we’ll get it done for you
(775) 870-4094!
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Our newest Directors receive buckles
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NEVADA BIGHORNS UNLIMITED
in coordination with NB Ewes, the women of NBU

WHO ARE THE NB EWES
By Michelle Pillsbury & Casey Zweifel
The NB Ewes are a growing
Northern Nevada local community
of women who volunteer where
volunteers are needed. We
serve under the Nevada Bighorn
Unlimited (NBU) non-profit
organization umbrella. It’s been
nearly a year since our first
organized meeting as a NBU
committee of women who have a love for hunting and the
outdoors. As a philanthropic extension of NBU, our goal is to
raise money and provide support to underserved populations in
our community, while providing education on hunting and wildlife
conservation. Through events such as our
“Got Meat” campaign, we have collected
over 500 pounds of wild game meat,
Pounds of meat donated to
game birds, fish, and additional meat that
“Got Meat” campaign
donors want to give from their freezers. In
conjunction with We Care Volunteers, we
serve protein enriched meals to those in
need every week in downtown Reno. On
Estimated number of
average, it takes 168 pounds of meat to
meals served with
serve a protein meal four times a month.
donated meat
Since the campaign started, the Ewes have
helped ensure there is protein in every
meal served through We Care. Any meat
donations not for human consumption are
Pounds of meat needed to
brought to the Sierra Safari Zoo. In addition serve four protein enriched
to collecting game meat, the Ewes have
meals a month
also volunteered at the annual Mom’s on
the Run event, helped collect and sort denim for the Reno Rodeo
denim drive, have laid Christmas wreaths at Veterans’ resting
places with Wreaths Across America, prepared meals for guests
of the Ronald McDonald House, hosted a Paint & Sip night to
support NBU, and coordinated Ewe Fit-posting workout tips and
meeting places for hikes around the Reno area. Future events are
being planned with the Mason T Ortiz Youth Outdoor Skills Camp
to collect used camo clothing for donation to youth interested in
hunting as well as adding the Veterans Guest House to our list
of organizations we provide meals for. If you are interested in
volunteering with the Ewes, contact
us at (775) 276-5108 or by email
nbuewes@gmail.com. Please check
out and like our Facebook page to
stay connected!

500+

2,300+

168
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Maison’s Closet began in 2017 to enable youth in our community to pursue their
love of the outdoors by providing gently used camo, outdoor apparel, boots, and
gear such as binoculars, range finders, youth packs, etc. to youth in need. At this
time, Nevada Bighorns Unlimited, in coordination with NB Ewes, the women of
NBU, is collecting items and would greatly appreciate any donations. It is the goal
to disburse all donations to youth in need as soon as possible. Youth rifle hunting
begins in October and many of those holding youth tags will appreciate a free item
or two! Please see below for donation locations and contact information for
pickups. Your generosity wll help keep our heritage alive!

Donations can be dropped off at two locations:
Stantec
6995 Sierra Center Parkway
Reno, NV 89511

Desert Hills Animal Hospital
760 E. Lincoln Way
Sparks, NV 89434

OR
Call for pickup: (775) 276-5108

Maison’s Closet was established by NBU,
in coordination with the NB Ewes, the women of NBU,
with support from Maison T Ortiz Youth Skills, and Nevada Department of Wildlife.
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MICHAEL VENTURACCI GUZZLER DEDICATION
By Matt Sweitzer
The naming rights for the Sand Hills Guzzler were purchased by
Randy Venturacci during the 2017 NBU Banquet. Randy is one
of the founding fathers of NBU, a past President and a passionate
advocate for Nevada wildlife. Randy organized a celebration of
life gathering for his son Michael and invited family and friends to
spend a weekend at Winnemucca Ranch. During the weekend,
the group met at the guzzler site to install a memorial plaque for
Michael. There was a large gathering of friends and family and
twelve people were selected to place a pop-rivet into the plaque in
memory of Michael. The plaque read:
“This Guzzler is Dedicated in Memory of Michael Edward
Venturacci, Outdoorsman with a Kind Soul, Avid Supporter of
NBU and what it Stands For “
Michael loved the outdoors and enjoyed working on projects
that helped Nevada wildlife. The Sand Hills project is located
in an area that has critical habitat for wintering mule deer and
it is located near Winnemucca ranch. Michael loved working
and playing at the ranch and participated in a number of spring
fencing projects adjacent to the ranch that support deer, antelope,
sheep and sage hens.
Michael will be greatly
missed by many.

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges La Palmosa Outfitters as a 37th Annual Banquet Sponsor
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INTERVIEW WITH THE
DIRECTOR’S OFFICE
NBU recently had the opportunity to sit down with the Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW) Director’s
Office to ask them a few questions relating to wildlife and habitat. The purpose was to get an update on
items we’ve been tracking as well as items we may not be aware of. Our hope is to sit down with NDOW on
a quarterly basis and include information in each edition of the NBU Journal. The question and answer
format below provides the details of the conversation between Director Tony Wasley, Deputy Director Jack
Robb, and NBU board member Josh Vittori.
NBU: Recently, NBU chose to support Shane Mahoney and the Wild Harvest Initiative. Would you mind
sharing what NDOW’s take on this program is and if you also plan to support the program?
NDOW: We’re in full support of programs such as the Wild Harvest Initiative and we’re looking at every
opportunity to support programs like this, including financially. This is a novel approach that will quantify,
among other things, the amount of wild harvested protein in Nevada, the sharing index of hunter harvested items, and the conservation benefits of the funding derived from pursuit of wild harvests. One of the
core concepts behind the approach is the evaluation of impacts on the natural environment should we
need to replace the hunter harvested protein with industrialized agriculture and farming. The effects on
habitat conversion and water usage would be significant. The numbers being compiled are staggering.
NDOW is extremely excited that our non-government organization partners such as NBU and the Fraternity of the Desert Bighorn have seen the value in this program and to-date Nevada has contributed more
than any other single state.
NBU: We understand that there are some big changes coming regarding purchasing licenses as well as tag
applications next year. Can you provide a summary of what sportsmen and women should expect in
2018?
NDOW: Over the past 15 to 20 years licensing options with various stamps have become overly complicated and cumbersome for sportsmen to get into the field. To address this, a bill was recently passed through
the Nevada State Legislature to streamline the licensing process. Our goal was to maintain the funding
that all the stamp programs support while making it much easier for sportsmen to purchase a license and
associated stamp privileges without raising fees.
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WSF HAS DIRECTED MORE THAN $13.4 MILLION
TO WILD SHEEP AND WILDLIFE RESTORATION
IN THE LAST 3 YEARS ALONE

JOIN OR
DONATE
TODAY

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges WSF
as a 37th Annual Banquet Sponsor

406.404.8750
WWW.WILDSHEEPFOUNDATION.ORG

A TRIBUTE TO THOSE THAT MADE POSSIBLE REACHING A BIGHORN MILESTONE
By Mike Cox, NDOW statewide bighorn sheep staff biologist
For the first time since the early 1900s, Nevada’s desert bighorn
population has surpassed 10,000 and the total population
including California and Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep is
estimated to be over 12,000. Truly a monumental milestone of
Nevada’s bighorn restoration program involving bighorn sheep
translocations, water developments, and countless other actions
behind the scenes. As a biologist who has been a part of this
program my entire career, I realize this was no simple task
to reach these numbers. So I wanted to take a moment and
pay tribute to the people who made all this happen, who were
pioneers and visionaries. These biologists and volunteers who
with tremendous passion, energy, and dedication, sacrificed
so much to restore this iconic wildlife species to much of its
historic range. They did all this not only in the name of wildlife
conservation but to allow all of us to enjoy and marvel over
the sight of bighorn sheep as we explore the wilds of Nevada.
Nevada has more separate mountain ranges than any other
lower 48 state and it stands to reason that we should have more
bighorn sheep inhabiting those mountains than any other state.
This mountain ungulate is truly Nevada’s natural heritage symbol.

JIM HAMBERLIN - AZ

CONSERVING WILDLIFE - PROMOTING OUR HUNTING HERITAGE

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP!
Tom and Tammi Czyz invite you to come
see the new and continuing upgrades!

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Czyz’s
as a 37th Annual Banquet Sponsor

RV Hookups
Restaurant, Bar & Pool Table
Tent Camping Available
Two Motel Rooms

MAJOR'S PLACE BAR & RV PARK
ELY, NEVADA
Just 26 miles SE of Ely on Highway 93
(775) 591-0347
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accounts, archeological evidence, and mapping of mountainous
bighorn habitat. But by the late 1940s, there were only 2,000 to
3,000 bighorn left in the state. As part of the bighorn restoration
program that began in the 1960s but truly took off and intensified
in the 1980s, biologists and sportsmen together have released
over 3,300 bighorn sheep in Nevada and built over 180 water
developments. There is a long list of conservation groups
and agencies that were instrumental in this recovery process
including Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW), Nevada
Bighorns Unlimited Reno and Fallon Chapters (NBU), Fraternity
of the Desert Bighorn, Safari Club International, Bureau of
Land Management, U.S. Forest Service, Lake Mead National
Recreation Area, and the Desert and Sheldon National Wildlife
Refuges. Additional groups that have greatly contributed to
continued bighorn restoration in the recent decades are: Elko
Bighorns Unlimited, NBU-Midas Chapter, Nevada Muleys, Wild
Sheep Foundation (National and chapter affiliates: Eastern,
Midwest and Iowa), and the Nevada Wildlife Heritage Program.
Ed Pribyl
Ed was one of the original members of the Fraternity of the Desert
Bighorn that was formed in 1965. He is considered by many
in Nevada as “Mister Desert Bighorn”. His energy, dedication,
passion, and leadership were instrumental in developing the
Fraternity as the lead NGO in southern Nevada for constructing
bighorn sheep water developments. Ed will humbly admit
that “though I worked extremely hard in planning and building
guzzlers, there were so many other great Fraternity members that
I had the pleasure to work with.” He remembers that soon after
the Fraternity was established, BLM and NDOW collaboratively
worked on a large scale habitat planning effort that would identify
and clear sites for all the needed guzzler projects for existing and
soon to be reintroduced herds. “It was 5 years we were chomping
at the bit to build water developments, waiting for the plan to be

So sit back and enjoy
reading the stories and
anecdotes of a select few
biologists and sportsmen
that were the heart and soul
of the bighorn restoration
program. But realize the
success of the program
was a team effort by
hundreds of other people
that played a role both
behind the scenes and in
the trenches. Nevada’s
bighorn population was
estimated at over 30,000
in 1860 based on historic
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completed”. “Finally in the late 70’s the plan was completed and
we were busy again and making things happen!” He could go on
for days recollecting stories of countless projects he was on but
the most memorable was the Woody guzzler (named for long-time
Fraternity member Royce Wood) on the north end of the Sheep
Range. Bruce Zeller, USFWS bighorn biologist told Ed a few days
before the scheduled project there wasn’t enough funding for
the helicopter work and the project would have to be cancelled.
The word got out during the FNAWS convention and funds were
raised overnight and the project was back on. Ed related, “The
Woody guzzler was so special because we had 7 Pribyl’s on the
project: myself, my 2 sons and 4 grandsons!”
Mike Dobel
Mike was the Northern Washoe County game biologist for the bulk
of his career. He had the privilege to travel to British Columbia
6 times to capture California bighorn and actually netgun and
handle the animals along with dealing with international border
crossing logistics, and transporting them back to their new
home in northwestern Nevada. “Being a biologist responsible for
restoring a wildlife species like bighorn to its historic range was
such a tremendous opportunity that very few people have,” Mike
said. “I will cherish those memories and moments forever!”

George Tsukamoto
George held many positions in NDOW from field biologist to
Game Division Chief during his long and successful career. He
was considered by many as the father of Nevada’s bighorn
restoration program. Ed Pribyl stated, “George was the leader of
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the bighorn program and was very supportive to the efforts of both
biologists and sportsmen.” When asked of a key turning point in
the early days of the bighorn restoration program, George replied,
“The recommendation to introduce Barbary sheep!” George
proceeded to tell the whole story. The Nevada Fish and Game
Commission (NFGC) in the 1960’s pressed the Department of
Fish and Game (DFG) to introduce Barbary sheep to Nevada.
Recent interest in the introduction of exotic gamebirds spurred
on many of the NFGC commissioners to consider an exotic
ungulate in providing hunting opportunities for Nevada sportsmen
knowing a large portion of the state’s native bighorn sheep had
been extirpated and may never recover to their historic levels.
The NFGC proposal received strong opposition from biologists,
conservationists, and the livestock industry. After the first Barbary
sheep proposal failed on BLM lands, the NFGC pursued their
introduction on the Naval Ammunition Depot above Walker Lake.
“Ultimately what resulted from all this push to introduce exotic
sheep to Nevada, was the USFWS stepping up to offer desert
bighorn sheep from the Desert Game Range as source stock for
restoring native sheep to the Wassuk Range,” states George.
“Thus the beginning of bighorn sheep trapping and transplanting
by Nevada Fish and Game!” Unfortunately, the limited success of
capturing desert bighorn and the “soft release” concept by Chuck
Hansen of the Desert Game Range caused the initial restoration
effort to fail. So George and the newly appointed Southern
Nevada game biologist Dave Savage used their innovative energy
to develop the drop gate panel trap. They successfully captured
sheep from the River Mountains and transplanted them to their
preferred release site on Stonewall Mountain. “It was a huge
success and the rest is history”, George proudly stated.
Jim Jeffress
Jim spent most of his career as a game biologist for both
Northern Washoe and his last 17 years in Humboldt County.
Jim was extremely talented and astute in negotiating with land
management and livestock interests in support of California
bighorn releases. As Jim put it, “Ahead of discussing transplant
operations, the real challenges and work revolved around gaining
land management approval through land use plans, NDOW
release plans, and public hearings; the political juggernauts
of the local politics and agricultural associations made this a
most unpleasant process.” Jim was not only successful in that
arena, he also was extremely knowledgeable and talented
with where best to reintroduce California bighorn and all the
capture methods that evolved to the current preferred technique
of aerial netgunnig. Jim sums up his unbelievable career in
restoring bighorn, “We enhanced bighorn resources beyond most
everyone’s expectations. The stories surrounding captures and
camaraderie with biologists in other states/countries will always
be some of my best memories. I, like other NDOW biologists,
believe these were the best years of our careers! Again it was
the alignment of a number of factors; good leadership, particularly
George Tsukamoto, the financial support of Reno NBU and other
NGO’s and the latitude given to “just get it done.”

Rick Brigham
Rick was a long-time BLM wildlife biologist and greatly contributed
to bighorn guzzlers built and the public land clearances for
bighorn transplants on the Carson City BLM District in Churchill
and Mineral Counties the last 15 years of his career. Rick
remembers working closely with the likes of Phil Benolkin of
NDOW, and Wayne Capurro, Larry Johnson, and Carl Erquiaga
of NBU Reno and Fallon Chapters preparing for and building
guzzlers. “Naming of Carson City guzzlers as a fundraiser was
initiated by Carl and I at one of the NBU Fallon Crab Feeds,” Rick
states. “When I started in the Carson City District there were less
than 20 bighorns and when I retired there were 700 throughout 9
mountain ranges in the District!”
Mike Hess
Mike was instrumental in the
bighorn restoration program
mostly behind the scenes as the
northern Washoe County game
biologist early in his career and
then as the statewide big game
staff biologist in the 1980s and
90s. Mike had several different
capture events to share but one
in particular was, as he puts it, “a
special effort for lots of reasons”.
The 1981 bighorn capture in
Cathedral Cove was the first in
the Black Mountains, first to be
reached only by boat, first to use
a drop-net trap, and was filmed
for the “American Sportsman”
television show with celebrity
guest Mark Harmon (“Gibbs”
in current NCIS show). Mike
recalls, “I was accompanying
Bob McQuivey to the site a day
early to set up the trap over apple mash/alfalfa and was treated
to a grand show of mature rams head-butt jousting. The next
morning dozens of boats arrived in the morning and Bob gave
the helpers their assignments and then after an hour of tense
waiting 24 bighorn were under the net. Both spectators and
sheep alike jumped when McQuivey set off the blasting caps!
The action was furious but the sheep were loaded on the boats
and in the haul truck at the marina within 1 hour. We left at
midnight until it was cool and drove in the dark through Tonopah
and Gabbs. The bighorns were in great shape and upon release,
ran uphill in the right direction for the cameras.” Rick Brigham
and a “cast of thousands” were awaiting the arrival of the desert
bighorn for the first release ever in the Stillwater Range. Mike
finishes by saying, “Nevada brought bighorn back from the verge
of extinction, despite a lot of inertia and opposition. It could not
have been done without the Fraternity of the Desert Bighorn and
Nevada Bighorns Unlimited.”

Gregg Tanner
Gregg was a Game Division regional supervisor and later chief
and gave invaluable support in every way possible for his game
biologists to be successful in restoring bighorn sheep. Gregg
did well to overview Nevada’s bighorn restoration in stating, “The
timing of the start of the reintroduction program in the 1970s
and 80s was right with support of leadership and sportsmen,
minimal constraints and investments, but a solid group of NDOW
biologists that simply made it happen! We learned the hard way
but successfully built upon on trials and errors and went full
steam ahead. Other states and provinces were gracious and
cooperative in sharing their sheep. As successes grew, so did
challenges from the livestock industry, some land management
agencies, and regulatory requirements but we had made our
mark and bighorn populations responded almost
exponentially. It was a hellava’ ride and the
highlight of my career with NDOW!”
Bob McQuivey
Bob played a key role in the early days of the
bighorn restoration program in his game biologist
position in the Southern Region as well as the
author of “The Desert Bighorn Sheep of Nevada”.
It was treat to catch up with Bob as he shared
his recollections, “When initiating the bighorn
sheep project in 1974 sponsored by Shikar-Safari
International, many federal and state agencies
and environmental groups wanted to list the
desert bighorn under the Endangered Species
Act of 1973 and the initiative was rapidly gaining
momentum. . In designing the first drop-net
trap from information provided by Texas and
Arizona, I was concerned about safety with
using blasting caps to secure the tie ropes, so
I first used caps with a 2-second delay. They
worked fine in practice sessions, but imagine
my embarrassment one morning at the River
Mountains horse corral when sheep were hooked on apple mash,
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three ewes with a single shot. I stowed the netgun and bailed
out of the ship, but Mike had already leaped out and pounced
in the middle of the melee. Two ewes were wrapped up pretty
good, but the third was only hooked by one horn. I cleared the
helicopter rotors just in time to see Mike tumbling off the side of
the mountain wrapped up in sheep all the way to the bottom of a
ravine. When I got there and subdued the ewe that was doing a
tap dance all over Mike’s body, we finally extracted all the ewes,
placed blindfolds and hobbles, put them in airbags and connected
the cable for transport. You may wind up with hoof prints all over
your body, but there is an indescribable sense of accomplishment.
As an incurable adventure junky, it rates right up there.”
the volunteer crew was in place, I set off the detonation, and in
less than 2 seconds all the sheep were out from underneath the
net and watching (probably in amusement) as the net descended
on thin air. A valuable lesson learned about the instincts of sheep!
Escape terrain was a crucial habitat component for our selection
of priority bighorn release sites. Stonewall Mountain was selected
as our first release site because of this feature. To my surprise
when the 1975 complement of sheep were released at the best of
best sites at Stonewall Spring, they were soon sighted on a low
knoll just west of the highway near Goldfield’s water supply tank.
But our efforts were not in vain, since the animals returned to
the rugged release site and multiplied successfully. So much for
being the great guru of sheep behavior.” Bob said he could fill a
book with these short stories!
Larry Johnson
Larry was the backbone of the conservationists building water
developments and fueling the translocation program. He was
a long-time NBU-Reno board member and president/chair of
countless coalitions. As Larry states, “Bighorn sheep in Nevada
is probably the most ambitious and successful big game
reintroduction program in North America. Much of this success
is the culmination of the dreams of early wildlife professionals –
George Tsukamoto, Jim Jeffress, Dan Delany, and Rick Brigham,
as well as sportsmen such as Jim Lathrop and Ed Pribyl.”
Larry goes on to list key factors that aided in the momentum of
the program’s unparalleled success: “1) Development of the
partnership – sportsmen/NDOW/Federal Agencies; 2) Availability
of greater levels of funding from forming the Heritage Program
and increased fundraising by NBU, and 3) The expansion of
year-around habitat by water developments”. Larry shares
his memories of capturing bighorn, “Some of the most exciting
times of my life have been on bighorn sheep captures in British
Columbia . . . where the capture crew was Mike Dobel and Paul
Dankowski from NDOW, my wife, and I. Dobel net-gunned, I
mugged, and Tricia processing the animals and recording data.
A few British Colombia biologists completed the crew. Etched
in my memory is the image of flying on the deck dodging big fir
trees in pursuit of a young ram accompanied by three big bruiser
rams. The rams kicked up crusted snow almost in our faces as
we zoomed in for the capture. On the same day, Dobel netted
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Dan Delaney
Dan was a southern Nevada game biologist and regional
supervisor and was a leading force in the bighorn restoration
program up until his death in 1992. Dan’s passion and work ethic
were unmatched in his pursuit to restore bighorn to their historic
ranges. I recently backpacked up to his favorite bighorn sheep
mountain and mine, Mt. Jefferson, with Jim Nelson (former NBU
president) and his daughter and nephew. We paid tribute to Dan
and his career with NDOW by viewing more bighorn sheep from
one vantage point than any other place in North America!

I wanted to end this article with a brief quote from a current
NDOW game biologist, Ed Partee, who has been a part of the
bighorn sheep restoration program since 2003. “Despite the
current challenges of bighorn sheep in today’s environment, it is
with great honor to carry forth the legacy of managing bighorn
sheep in Nevada. It has been a great part of my career to not only
be the recipient of many California bighorn herds but to be a part
of many translocations in my tenure. It is with great pleasure to
be a small part of Nevada’s History in restoring bighorn sheep to
its native habitats.”
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A SPECIAL PLACE
By Scott Hill
I’d heard about Coues deer in passing growing up hunting in
Nevada but had not given it much thought until my best friend
called and asked “Can you go to Mexico next week!? We might
have a spot open on a Coues hunt and need someone to fill in
on short notice”. At the time, I’d just proposed to my now wife and
was planning a wedding the following July. Suffice it to say my
budget at that time was tight. I told the group I could not make it
work this time but I was in if there were any openings in the future!
I was worried that I had missed my shot at chasing the elusive
Gray Ghost of the Southwest.
Fast forward a little less than one year. I was sitting in the Wild
Horse Resort watching the Cubs make their historic run to end a
century long drought when I received a text from Chuck, another
friend in the hunting group. “Do you want to go to Mexico? We
have a spot open and it’s yours if you want it!”
Luckily, I was hunting mule deer with my boss at the time and I
turned to him with pleading eyes and asked, “Rob, what do you
think!?”
His response was spot on as usual, “You can’t go, but don’t
worry, I’ll take your spot”. After making me sweat a few innings,
he slapped me on the shoulder and said, “Mexico is going to be a
great trip. Let me know the dates and have fun.”
After catching my breath, I hammered out a text to Chuck and let
him know I had the go-ahead and to send me the details. I was in.
The months leading up to the trip held a few hunts to keep me
occupied. I had a cow elk tag and helped a couple of friends
chase desert bghorns. Nonetheless, at work, driving home,
hunting Chukar and spending time at home with my wife and
dogs, I would find myself wondering what it would be like chasing
those small whitetails through the cactus and scrub south of the
border. Little did I know how special it would be!
The time came for us to begin our journey. We began during one
of the biggest weather events in a decade. The days leading up
to our departure held massive flooding in the Reno/Sparks area
with record setting snowfall in the Sierras. Luckily our flights were
unaffected by the heavy precipitation. The night before our flight,
I received a phone call from Chuck. He had 10 inches of snow
at his house in the Sierra foothills and it wasn’t showing signs of
letting up. Chuck worked through that evening battling the piling
snow and called me back around 9pm to let us know that he had
to push his flight out the following day to ensure his family safe
access to the house while we were gone.
Brad and I woke up at 4am to rain that hadn’t let up all night.
We quickly loaded our gear and headed for the airport to catch
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our 5:55am flight to Tucson. It was a slow and icy drive, as the
precipitation was quickly transitioning to freezing rain. Despite
nearly falling flat on my back as I stepped out of the truck, we
made it, checked in and were on time to the gate. Our flight was
originating from Reno and despite the heavy and now freezing
rain, it was on time. We boarded our plane and patiently waited
as the ground crew de-iced the aircraft. As we taxied down
the runway my mind, again, began to wonder, thinking of what
adventure Mexico had in store.
After touching down in Tucson, I quickly called Chuck to get
an update. He was able to get his house dug out, and despite
waiting over an hour for the snowplow and three other vehicles
to get unstuck, he was still able to make it to the airport on time.
He’d be getting in to Tucson a few hours later than planned
but things were looking good from here on out. Once Brad and
I deplaned, we headed for the car rental counter. We’d made
prior reservations to secure a full size 4x4 to haul our gear and
ourselves over the infamous roads between Nogales and our
destination. To our surprise, the rental clerk informed us that full
size vehicles were not permitted to cross the border. Only medium
SUV’s were allowed. After searching the rental lot, physically
walking up and down each isle, we settled on a midsized SUV
that offered all-wheel drive and just enough room for three
peoples’ gear. The ground clearance and stock passenger tires
were not ideal but it was the best we could do. Once we loaded it
to the gills, we set off for Green Valley, AZ to meet the rest of the
“Coues Cartel”.
We met the rest of the group, Shon Marshall, Dusty Gilbertson,
Brady Shippy, Dave Gowan and Lance Vezane, at a big box store
to purchase the final supplies we would need for the week. We
loaded up the final items and headed to the hotel to get settled for
the evening. After unloading firearms, optics and other important
gear, Brady and Brad headed back to Tucson to grab Chuck and
meet us for dinner. Once the group was complete, we walked to
a nearby Mexican restaurant to have some dinner and a muchneeded cold beer.
When we walked in, it seemed as if the entire restaurant gave us
the once-over. A group of eight men, each sporting at least a little
camo and a few sporting substantial beards… we stood out in this
retirement community like a sore thumb. A handful of retired men
asked us what we were up to, assuming some sort of mining or
construction work. When we told each of them we were hunters,
their eyes would light up. “We used to hunt deer right near here!”
Good luck, be careful, and shoot straight summarized their
advice. After dinner, we walked home under a vast Arizona night
sky. The air was cool enough to warrant an added layer, but just
right for sparking off the rut.

Once back at the hotel, our outfitter Mario met us to take care
of our paper work for the next day’s border crossing. Once each
person checked, rechecked and signed paperwork verifying that
numbers matched guns and tags matched names, we all turned in
for a restless night tossing and turning in anticipation of what the
next day would hold.
We were up before first light loading our firearms, optics and
bags into vehicles. Finally, we set off to cross the border. As our
caravan headed south along the Nogales highway, I couldn’t
help but feel just a little uneasy. This was my first trip to Mexico,
and my first hunting trip outside of the United States. An incident
near the border in Texas had recently been in the news, and the
political unrest in Mexico due to gas tax hikes had all of us a little
nervous about our crossing. Upon reaching US Customs, we all
prepared our firearms, paperwork and passports for the border
patrol agents to check and verify. That was one check down. With
our outfitter Mario leading and the US in the rearview mirror, we
snaked our way through security and headed for the Mexican
Military and Customs checkpoint.

As I drove the rented SUV over the desert landscape I began to
appreciate how big and varied this part of the country was. I had
preconceived notions of a place void of much plant life, similar
to that of the moon or Mars. I could not have been more wrong.
As we wound our way up and down the broken mesas, I did my
best to focus on the task of getting our vehicle to the house in one
piece, but I was in awe over the amount of vegetation choking
the landscape. Giant dark green cactus stuck out across the
huge mesas overlooking large oaks in the bottoms of arroyos
and canyons. Dense scrub oak and fanning ocotillo covered
vast hillsides. Giant rock bluffs stood as monoliths overlooking
one of the most beautiful places I’d ever laid eyes on. Before
we left Reno, I asked Brad what the ranch was like. After some
contemplation, his response was, “It’s a special place”. Words
escaping me, I couldn’t argue with his sentiment. This, indeed,
was a special place.

Through interpreted instruction, we again unloaded our firearms
and mimicked the check we’d completed just minutes previous
without any issue or incident. With our visas stamped and
paperwork secured, the only thing that sat between us and our
destination was a few hundred kilometers of pot holed, winding
Mexican highway. Zigzagging and bouncing over the rough road,
we eventually made our way to the gate of Mario’s ten-thousandacre ranch. To this point, the trip had been almost surreal. A
combination of slow administrative and bureaucratic obligations
and fast-paced hustle and bustle winding our way through foreign
towns and villages had been a blur. Now, it was real. We were
in country and as we all stretched and dug our optics out for the
drive to the ranch house, it became obvious that it was time to get
down to business. The Coues Cartel was home.
When we arrived at the ranch headquarters, it became clear
that this week would be a step back in time. Centrally located
on the ten-thousand-acres, a modest one-room brick house with
a bathroom and shower sat next door to the vaquero’s living
quarters. There was also an attached bunkhouse and a screened
in cookhouse laden with an ancient wood burning cook stove that
doubled as heat for those chilly Sonoran mornings. There were
no modern niceties. No Wi-Fi, television, cell service or any sign
of outside influence save for a well-worn ranch pickup parked out
front. This week would be devoid of emails and conference calls.
Those tasks would be replaced with game planning over a cup of
coffee, or reflecting on the day’s events with a cold beer.
After hastily unloading the trucks and rental car, we took to the
hills like moths to flame, drawn in anticipation towards the chance
of spotting the elusive Gray Ghost. Chuck, Lance and I teamed
up and set out towards a high point situated at the south end of
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the ranch. Once in place it didn’t take long for Chuck to scramble
back to my side of the hill and whisper from a distance, “Wanna
see your first Coues buck!?”
I grabbed my backpack, rifle and spotting scope and followed
him back to his vantage. He walked me into where the buck was
located and it took a moment for me to pick him up. I spotted
movement in some scattered scrub oak and then caught site of
a slight, lithe, gray body moving in quick bursts of motion. The
picture finally took shape; the buck was pushing a small doe
through the scrub oaks. The way they moved and how quickly
they darted in and out of view was alarming. This was my first
time laying eyes on Coues deer. The buck showed signs of injury,
presumably fighting for a chance at courtship with the doe he
pursued. The buck was a good one, marred only by a broken
main beam just after his G3. I watched the rutting buck push the
doe up and down the side of the mountain for a little longer then
snuck back to my post on the other side of the hill.

many points the buck had. We were fairly certain that he was an
average framed buck with what looked like four points on one
side and three points on the other. As Chuck evaluated the buck,
I quickly ranged him at 278 yards preparing myself, should he be
a shooter buck. As we sat trying to evaluate the buck our minds
were made for us as the sun set completely behind the horizon
and shooting light faded to dark.
The next morning found the group up early, quickly drinking
coffee, eating a small breakfast and making a lunch for the day
to come. The group was divided up and Chuck and I headed for
“The Basin”.
The Basin is perched high up between two ridges in the southeast
portion of the ranch just above where we’d seen the injured buck
the night before. We bounced our way up a dozer trail cut through
the steep side hills, then down a windswept ridge to the point
where we would take off on foot. We left the truck in the dark
and struck out to get to our vantage before the first light began to
show over the ridge behind us. We got into place just as it began
to be light enough outside to start glassing. We both took up
position with our backs to the rising sun looking into the Basin.
After about an hour Chuck got up to change position and moved
to my left, south down the ridgeline. After what seemed like only
minutes, I could hear Chuck making his way back to me. I looked
over my shoulder straining to see him over the top of the ridge.
Once he spotted me, he quickly gave me the wave, instructing me
to get my tail over there.

I glassed for another hour or so without seeing any deer when
Lance and Chuck made their way over to my side. Chuck sat
down next to me and began glassing towards the west, into the
setting sun shaded by some scattered clouds. It seemed as if
almost immediately he whispered, “I’ve got a buck!”

I grabbed his spotter and mine and hustled over to him. After
briefly evaluating him, we agreed that this buck deserved a closer
look. We made our way off the ridge road down to the bottom of
the valley and killed the engine. From our parking spot, we were
out of sight of the deer. Quietly we put on backpacks, grabbed our
rifles and headed in the direction we last spotted them. It didn’t
take long to relocate the group as the dominant buck was pushing
a doe around the hillside and constantly darting up and down the
hill to scare off some smaller bucks that were hanging around
the periphery. Chuck and I both sat with our eyes locked into our
scopes. He was great looking. A three point, larger in every way
than the buck we had seen just hours before.
We sat whispering about 360 yards away from the rutting deer.
Finally Chuck looked up from his scope and said, “What do you
think dude?”
I told him I was unsure. He was undoubtedly a great deer, I just
wasn’t sure he was the “one”. We watched the buck for a little
while longer when Chuck again looked up and said, “Do you want
that buck?”
“I don’t think I do.” I responded.

He gave me a measured look and said, “If you don’t shoot him,
I’m going to.”
I told him that sounded good to me and we decided to get a little
closer and make our final decision then. We backed off the small
rise we were situated on and made our way up a winding wash,
closing the distance between us and the deer. We slowly inched
up beneath the cover of a scrub oak and began picking the
hillside apart trying to locate the deer. To our surprise, we couldn’t
find them.
Chuck whispered, “Do you think we spooked them?”
I didn’t have a good answer so I guessed “no.” After hastily
scanning the hillside, I told myself to calm down, and slowly
start picking apart the last place we’d seen them. Coues are
known for “disappearing” in place and as if confirming my internal
commentary, I spotted the flick of an ear. “Got’em” I whispered.
Chuck asked where, and I directed him to the spot beneath the
bright green Yucca we’d last seen them. “They bedded down right
beneath it,” I said.
After looking at the buck a little longer Chuck asked again, “Do
you want to shoot him?” Something inside me, for reasons
unknown said not to shoot this buck. Call it hunter’s intuition,
foresight, or fate. Something about the situation or maybe the
buck… something just did not feel “right”.
I told Chuck, “No, he’s all yours”.
Chuck lay prone beneath a scrub oak situated on a small rise, 270
yards slightly below the bedded buck and his doe. I was sitting
just back and on his right, glued to my spotting scope. Periodically
I lifted my eye from my spotting scope to look at my partner,
checking for signs of nervousness. As he lay prone, I watched
the rise and fall of Chuck’s back; measured and even. His overall
demeanor was calm and collected.
I asked him “How are you doing?”
“I’m good.” He replied.

Chuck tried to get a good location on where the buck was and
finally put his binoculars down and said, “He’s right here in front
of us!”

We watched him stand on his back legs and eat acorns from
the oak tree for about another fifteen minutes before the thought
finally struck me; I should consider taking this buck! As I retrieved
the range finder, he fled to the north, out of sight into a thick stand
of oaks. I ranged the buck’s last location and to my surprise, he
was only 315 yards away. I sat next to Chuck, thinking I may
have missed a good opportunity. After watching the area the buck
walked into, Chuck and I decided that we could do better.

I told him I had the buck and was ready to call his shot whenever
the buck stood and offered it. After what seemed like an eternity,
the buck finally stood. Chuck asked if I had him and I gave him
the affirmative. I lifted my gaze out of the scope for one last
quick glance at my partner to check on him. He was stock-still.
I returned my focus to the target and watched as he turned his
head back to the left, looking at a smaller satellite buck and
obscuring his vitals. His attention shifted when his doe stood up,
offering Chuck his chance.

Quickly I looked down into the draw below us and sure enough,
a mature Coues buck stood in front of a giant ocotillo raking and
thrashing his horns. In the fading light, we strained to tell how

With that in mind, we headed back to the truck and made our
way off the backside of the ridge overlooking a sprawling valley
running north to south. We walked out to a point along the ridge

The report of the .257 Weatherby broke the warm afternoon
silence. I watched the bullet impact the buck and he toppled over.
“A little back, but a solid shot.” I said. After watching the buck for

A little discouraged at myself, I asked, “Where?”
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I grabbed my gun and my spotting scope and quietly scrambled
to his location. I sat down next to him and waited for him to guide
me into the deer’s location. It took me a few minutes to locate the
buck but I finally spotted him underneath the canopy of a huge
oak tree. I strained to pick out details. The early morning light
paired with the buck’s shady feeding spot made for tough glassing
conditions. We watched him for about fifteen minutes until enough
light and a change in the angle of the sun allowed us to see his
rack in more detail. The buck was a nice representative of the
Coues species; a three point frame with nice eye guards and
average mass.

road and glassed up a few does below us near a pond and on an
adjacent ridge. After glassing for about twenty minutes, Chuck
again spotted deer in the distance and quickly located a buck.
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a couple of moments Chuck got up to a kneeling positon and I
slapped him a high-five. “Congrats man!”

and wait for a truck to return to camp to retrieve them. Chuck and
I loaded their gear and bucks and headed back to the ranch.

“Thanks dude!” he grinned from ear to ear. As we quietly waited
for the buck to expire, it became evident that the shot was lethal
but might take some time to do its job. This is a situation that no
hunter takes joy in. As ironic as it seems, our group of hunters
love animals, and have tremendous compassion for our quarry.
We quickly put a plan into action; I stayed put, keeping an eye on
the buck while Chuck slipped in closer to deliver a clean finishing
shot. I watched as my partner quietly moved to within a stone’s
throw. In a scene only understood by a hunter, I watched as the
buck’s head fell to the ground, as if the strings of a marionette
were cut. Soon followed the distant report of a rifle.

When we pulled in, Shon and Dusty met us on the porch of the
ranch house. Stretching and rubbing sleep from their eyes Shon
yawned and asked, “Well, how’d you do?” We all walked over to
the back of Brady’s truck and to their surprise, they saw that we’d
picked up their bucks and gear and also had a nice buck of our
own! As we relayed to each other the day’s events and began
congratulating one another for three exceptional trophies, Dusty
slipped away and came back with well-deserved celebratory
beers.
That evening, under a fiery Mexican sunset, the rest of our
hunting party rolled back into camp and listened to the successful
hunters recount the day’s events. As I sat reflecting, watching
Shon hang his buck in the tree, Dusty
caping his deer and Chuck butchering
his I couldn’t help but feel a small
amount of regret for choosing not to
take my chance today. Did I make
a mistake? Had I just looked the
proverbial gift horse in the mouth?
Only time would tell.
The third morning on the ranch started
with a strong cup of coffee and an even
stronger wind blowing out of the south.
Chuck and I planned to hunt together
again and this time it was our turn to
take the rental. We decided to try out
the Mesa, a huge expanse that falls

I stood and stretched, looking out over the high valley drenched
in an afternoon sun. I couldn’t help but smile in reverence. I was
on a trip of a lifetime hunting Coues deer in Old Mexico. To say
I was feeling fortunate would be an understatement. I gathered
my things, put on my pack and headed up the hill to meet up with
Chuck.
After taking ample photos, we took the buck down the hill and
dressed him before loading him up in the truck. On our way back
to the ranch house, we stopped on a good vantage and glassed
for the remainder of the afternoon. Not seeing anything stirring,
we decided to make our way down the hill in the remaining light
in hopes of catching a buck moving around in search of a doe. As
we bumped along, I spotted an odd shape in the distance beneath
some scrub oaks. As we drew near, I could make out a couple of
backpacks, spotting scopes and DEER! There were two bucks
lying next to the abandoned gear.
Chuck quickly recognized the backpacks as Shon and Dusty’s.
They had both taken great bucks on opening day as well. They
had taken the rental SUV that day, and because of its limited
capability, they had decided to leave their kills up on a ridge road
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gradually to the south into a vast gorge that winds its way along
the southwest border of the ranch. We made it to the top of the
Mesa and took off on foot. We picked a location that offered a
good view of the Mesa to the south, directly into the wind. Looking
west and north from this point also offered good vantages into the
broken beautiful landscape. I took my post facing into the wind
and glassing to the south while Chuck looked west and north.
After a good long look, I’d had enough of the wind and hopped
over to Chuck’s side. We continued to glass through the morning
and only turned up an average buck pushing a doe far off to the
north.
We decided to make our way south on the Mesa, moving into
the wind. Our plan was to still hunt the edge of the Mesa until
we reached Coyote Point, where we planned to glass for the
remainder of the morning. Once we made it to the point, the wind
made holding our optics steady all but impossible.
After eating a quick snack, we decided to change plans and head
north in search of a more sheltered location to glass from. We
eased off the Mesa and back to our rented SUV, then made our
way back to the ranch. We’d hoped that we could catch a ride in
one of the trucks to a vantage point just out of reach of the limited
capabilities of the rental SUV. But the only inhabitants at the ranch
were El Chapo the half coyote pup and his companion, an extra
whiny cat.
We ate some lunch, drank a bottle of water and decided to head
up into the meadow just above the ranch. We hopped in the SUV
and made our way to the red gate about a mile and a half down
the road. Once at the gate, we decided that instead of risking
driving much further, we would walk up the drainage to a high
spot near the area where we’d seen the buck earlier in the day.
The buck had been average at best but with a doe in heat nearby
we might see more bucks coming to check her out.
As we walked along, Chuck side stepped suddenly and pointed
at the ground. “Check out the size of this track!” he exclaimed. As
we set off again, I couldn’t help but wonder what the buck looked
like that made that track. I hoped that this was a sign of good
things to come.

Headed down the same way we came, we discussed the day’s
unfavorable conditions and how wind seemed to really stifle the
activity of these little desert deer. I expressed my distaste for the
conditions and how it forced us to use tactics that were in my
experience ineffective. I lamented to Chuck that I’d much prefer
to be able to spot deer from a distance and then slip in to close
the deal. Almost as if someone were trying to teach me a lesson,
Chuck suddenly perked up. “Get ready, get ready!” he whispered
loudly.
As we walked down the dry creek bed, Chuck and I had become
separated a bit. When Chuck spotted movement, I was about two
or three paces behind him. From my position a small cedar tree
was blocking my view of the deer. As I tried to reposition, Chuck
lifted his binoculars to get a better look. I glanced at Chuck just
as he focused his vision. “It’s a big buck.” He said plainly. “It’s a
really, big buck.” He repeated.
I turned my attention back in the buck’s direction and caught my
first glimpse of the animal making his way up the side of the dry
creek. At about 100 yards away I could see that he had a heavy
frame and good tine length. Just close enough to tell he was
a good buck but not much else. As I was evaluating the deer
internally, Chuck rattled me back to reality. “Flip up your scope
covers!” he blurted. I quickly flipped up my covers and mounted
my gun, seemingly, in one fluid motion. Again, I could make out
that the buck was indeed sporting a heavy frame and long tines
but I dared not dwell too long as time was running short. As I
looked him over my instincts kicked in, guiding my crosshairs
towards his vitals. When the buck crested the edge of the dry
creek, I squeezed the trigger.
The sound from my .300 Remington Ultra Mag was deafening.
Through the recoil, I saw the buck give a bronco kick and
disappear over the top. The nature of the situation did not allow
me to put in earplugs and after the shot a complete silence hung
in the dry creek. In my mind, the silence felt almost heavy. I can
vividly recall the scene; large oaks, cedars and scrub oak lined
the edges of a fifty-foot tall cut bank. A looming, gnarled dead

After an hour and a half without seeing any activity in the
immediate vicinity, I picked up a buck to the east a long way off. At
this distance, I couldn’t tell how many points or even how big the
buck was, just that he had a well-defined rack from about three
miles away. After glassing a little longer, Chuck and I discussed
our options. We could stay put until dark to see if the doe brought
any bucks in, or we could pack up and try to get a better look
at the buck I’d spotted off to the east. Again, for reasons I can’t
articulate, I just had a “feeling” that we should abandon our
vantage and go get a better look at the buck. With that in mind,
I suggested to Chuck, “Let’s go check him out. It can’t be any
slower than here.” He agreed and off we went.
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cedar marked the location of the buck when I took my shot. The
wind blew over the top of the creek bed, not touching us down in
the secluded bottom.

fingers showed signs of many years’ hard work, yet he moved
with the skill and grace of a surgeon. He made quick work of the
cape and was soon complete in his task, handing it back to me
with a huge smile on his face. “Listo!” he said.

Once again, Chuck brought me back to reality. “It looked like you
hit him! How did your shot feel?”

I smiled. “Listo.” I repeated.

“I’m not sure.” I said truthfully. It all happened within seconds and I
was still trying to process the shot through my ringing ears. “I was
steady and it looked like a good hit from the way he kicked but I
was rushed.”
We made our way up the cut bank, taking the same route as the
buck. Cautiously, we worked our way up to the crest and quietly
glassed as our field of view opened with each step. Chuck broke
off to my left to check for sign of a good hit while I kept an eye
on the area in front of us, scanning the landscape for any sign of
movement.
After a few minutes of searching the ground, Chuck quickly
signaled for me to come over to his location. I quietly but quickly
moved off to the left, still scanning our immediate surroundings
looking for any sign of life. As I walked behind a small cedar tree,
I caught the silhouette of a deer moving in the distance. Chuck
whispered, “He’s hit hard but he’s still up.”
In my mind, I thought to myself, “These tiny deer are some of
the toughest animals I’ve ever hunted!” I took a few steps to my
right to reposition for a clear shooting lane. I was able to get a
good view of the buck standing broadside, raised my rifle, took a
calming breath and squeezed off another round. The sound of my
rifle was thunderous, again causing a deafening silence after the
report. I recall the buck being physically picked up and slammed
backward as if hit by an invisible truck. To my dismay, as the buck
lay on the ground, I could still see the rise and fall of his chest.
I almost couldn’t believe it. I cannot express how tough these
animals are. Do not let the Coues’ slight build mislead you, it does
not affect it’s heartiness. I’ve been fortunate enough to hunt a
variety of big game, and my only comparison to this situation is
that of a bull elk, seemingly unaffected by a large caliber rifle.
At this point, my ears ringing, frustration started to replace
excitement. I took a seat next to a fallen scrub oak. I put earplugs
in and chambered another round. I took aim, squeezed the
trigger just like before, and watched with dismay as my bullet hit
just above the prone animal. Not believing my eyes, I began to
give in to emotion and frustration. With the storm growing inside
my mind, I had to force myself to calmly assess what had went
wrong. As if a light switched on, I suddenly realized we’d cut our
distance to the buck nearly in half since my last shot, so my point
of impact was significantly higher at this close range. Repeating
my shot sequence one last time, I sent the fatal shot down range
holding slightly lower than before. This last shot found its mark
and finally put the buck to rest.
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After the photos, we field dressed the buck, loaded our packs
with meat, horns, gear, and set off to the car. On the way back I
couldn’t help but swim in my own thoughts. What an afternoon.
What a trip.
When we returned to the ranch house Victor the ranch vaquero,
El Chapo and the whiny cat greeted us. In broken Spanish, I tried
to relay to Victor that I’d been successful in taking a big buck.
“Grande, Toro.” I said.
“Grande” Victor repeated. I walked to the front porch of the ranch
house and as Victor followed, he peaked over the edge wall.
“Grande!” Victor exclaimed. Bridging the language barrier, Chuck,
Victor and I stood pointing and handling the impressive rack. After
a few minutes of going back and forth, Chuck and I decided to
get started caping our bucks to prepare them for boiling. Victor
stuck around and watched as I worked, holding the horns for me,
helping to steady the rack and skull. After watching for a while,
he motioned and took charge. I watched the Mexican vaquero as
he deftly maneuvered his knife around my trophy. His hands and

Laughing in disbelief, my best friend walked over and gave me
a high-five quickly followed by a bear hug. “I can’t believe it, you
killed a giant!”
We spent the rest of that rainy evening recounting the day’s
events, measuring the buck’s impressive rack, and contemplating
in awe where this big buck had been over the past several years.
It was hard to believe he could have gone undetected by this
group of very capable hunters over the past 7 years. I sat quietly
and listened to the seasoned hunters talk about how special this
was. Shon, Dusty, Brady and Chuck had been hunting this ranch
for a combined total of nearly two decades and had taken some
very impressive bucks during that time. By their estimation, the
buck I’d been fortunate enough to take that day was by far larger
than anything they had ever been aware of.

Sitting next to the dead cedar, I was finally able to see just how
big the buck was. I turned to look at Chuck and he smiled, “He’s a
giant!”
As we walked up on the buck, his size kept growing. With a
smile permanently affixed on my face, I couldn’t help but hold
the buck’s horns and stare in awe. He was bigger than anything
we’d seen thus far in every way. His eye guards jutted up like twin
knife blades, his main beams seemed to carry on forever and
had mass that would rival a mule deer… top all that off with a few
extra points and you only begin to describe just how impressive
this buck was. As if Mother Nature was somehow paying respect
to a fallen monarch, the wind died down to a whisper. The clouds
parted to show blue skies and a bright warm sun. During the
break in weather, Chuck and I positioned the buck and took
many photos, attempting to capture the essence of this deer, his
domain, and the incredible character he possessed.

Brad said walking in the door. He and Brady couldn’t believe the
size, mass and age of the buck they held in their hands.

It wasn’t long before the ranch dogs began to bark, signaling that
someone was nearing the ranch. Soon you could hear the sound
of an engine. Shon, Dusty, Dave and Lance came rolling into
view. Shon backed the truck up underneath a big oak signaling
that they’d been successful as well. They all got out and walked
over to see how we’d fared. As they collectively laid eyes on
my buck, their eyes lit up and smiles spread through the group.
Congratulations, words of disbelief, and a few expletives were
shared. After some good natured and well-deserved ribbing, at
my expense, a round of cold beers was retrieved and we set off
to look at Dave’s buck. A light rain began to fall in the fading light
as we tended to the two bucks, taking care to field dress and
hang our day’s haul. Off to the south, a growing storm loomed
ominously, as if it was waiting for the day to end.
The group reconvened in the cookhouse after chores were
completed. As we sat and exchanged stories, recounting the day’s
action, the rain outside grew louder and more intense. Over the
din of heavy rain falling on the tin roof, the ranch dogs began to
bark signaling the approach of the remainder of our group. Brad
and Brady had paired up that day, taking to the northern expanse
of the ranch. Prior to their arrival, I’d put my buck outside next to
the cookhouse. As the two hunters walked in and shook off wet
coats, a cool, calm silence hung in the air. “Well?” Brad asked.
“How’d everyone do?” Everyone exchanged glances and I caught
Brad’s eye with a nod. “You got one?” “Where is it!” he asked with
a smile.

Listening to them, I couldn’t help but reflect upon the events
leading up to my success. Had I taken any of those smaller
deer, or even chose to draw down on the impressive buck that
Chuck took; I would not have been sitting there holding such
an extraordinary trophy in my hands. I am a firm believer that
everything happens for a reason.
That night, as the commotion of our day’s success dwindled, I lay
in bed in the bunkhouse warm and content. I found myself once
again reflecting on how fortunate I was. I was fortunate to have
taken the buck of a lifetime, on the hunt of a lifetime, with a group
of hunters who would be successful anywhere in the world. I was
fortunate to have the means to do so, and the support of a great
wife at home. I was fortunate to have learned everything I know
from great hunters and even better men; my Dad and Godfather.
I was fortunate to have grown up in a place with freedom and
opportunity to make all of this possible.
As I lay deep in thought, sleep beginning to pull at me, I had one
last fleeting thought. ”This is a special place.”

“It’s sitting right outside” I said. He and Brady exchanged
questioning looks, clearly suspecting foul play. They both walked
outside and after a moment of silence began to shout, “NO WAY!”
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“Harcourts NV1 is committed to providing exceptional and personal
service to our clients and community. A level of service that makes each
person we have the privilege to assist, feel like part of the family.”
Nevada Bighorns Unlimited Gratefully Acknowledges
Jeremy Page as a 37th Annual Banquet Sponsor

Home is with Harcourts
…for all of your real estate needs, contact your Harcourts professional today!
www.harcourtsnv.com | 775.826.6810 | 6770 S. McCarran Blvd. Reno, NV 89509

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Little Waldorf
as a 37th Annual Banquet Sponsor
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NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Alaska Trophy
Hunts/Forrester’s Gun dogs/Missouri River Lodge
as 37th Annual Banquet Sponsors

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Castle Valley Outdoors
as a 37th Annual Banquet Sponsor

MINI ACTION - BIG BITE
BULLETS NEVER LIE
Compact, lightweight and eﬃcient
12% shorter action for quick follow up shots
Available in .204 Ruger, .222 Rem.,
.223 Rem & now 7.62x39 & 6.5 Grendel
H.A.C.T. two-stage, adjustable trigger
M.O.A Guarantee
Lifetime Warranty

Editors Note: The Gold Ram BBQ was a success. Many thanks to Mike Boyce for his kind words and for being
such a strong supporter of NBU.
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LEARN MORE AT:

WWW.LEGACYSPORTS.COM
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POACHING
By Selwyn Harris, Pahrump Valley Times
A $20,000 reward has been established for any information
leading to the arrest and conviction of the person or persons
responsible for killing eight mule deer in hunt unit 262, on Mount
Charleston late last year.

crime. It takes a special kind of person to illegally kill eight mule
deer and then to leave them to rot,” said Chief Game Warden
Tyler Turnipseed. “I know I am not alone in my anger and that’s
why we are asking the public for its help in solving this case.”
Nevada Department of Wildlife Public Information Officer Ed
Lyngar said several Nevada sportsman groups came up with the
reward money.
“They have been
talking to us about
why we haven’t
been able to
generate any leads
on this,” Lyngar
said. “They all got
together about a
month ago and
came up with some
more reward money,
which is now up to
$20,000. That is a
significant amount
of money obviously.
We have no leads
at all. When the first
reward went out, I
think it was in the neighborhood of $17,000. We received a few
phone calls but nothing really panned out.”
What they’re saying
Lyngar also said game wardens have reason to believe the
responsible party may be a Pahrump resident, due to the
circumstances and time of the act.

The incident, which occurred over the course of three weeks last
September, is considered an illegal act of poaching, which is a
felony in Nevada.
Officials with the Department of Wildlife said game wardens
discovered several kill sites and believe all the incidents are
related, although they haven’t ruled out multiple shooters.
In a few incidents, a small amount of meat or the antlers were
taken, but the vast majority of the animals were left intact, wasting
all the meat, which is a separate crime in itself.
The deer were identified as bucks, does and at least one yearling.
“I literally do not have the words to fully explain my disgust at this
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He noted that each deer was shot and dropped right where they
were where all of the carcasses were left to waste.
He considered the act as an outrageous waste of resources.
“It’s just a hunch and we thought that if we reached out to the
community of Pahrump, we could possibly generate some leads
on this,” he said. “The crime of unlawfully killing a deer is a felony,
and there’s a second crime of letting the carcasses go to waste.
Poaching is a felony and it carries between one and four years
in jail, along with thousands of dollars in fines, as well as civil
penalties that can reach into the tens of thousands of dollars for a
trophy animal, so it’s not a small penalty.”
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NBU Gratefully Acknowledges
the Evans Group as a
37th Annual Banquet Sponsor
Representatives for these great manufacturers:

NEVADA BIGHORNS UNLIMITED JOINS THE
WILD HARVEST INITIATIVE

THE WILD HARVEST INITIATIVE®:
BRINGING HUNTING HOME

By NBU

By Shane Mahoney

As a Nevada Bighorns Unlimited (“NBU”) member you have likely
heard, time and again, at banquets or throughout this Journal,
NBU’s Mission Statement:

We’ve all heard the idiom: Never talk about politics or religion
at the dinner table. Sometimes topics seem so divisive that it’s
difficult for individuals with conflicting opinions to discuss them
meaningfully. Like politics or religion, these matters of contention
are usually related to the things people care deeply about. For
many people, that includes hunting. Whether a person identifies
as a hunter or is adamantly opposed to hunting, we all tend to feel
passionately about what happens to wildlife and about whether,
and how, it should be utilized.

To protect and enhance Nevada’s wildlife resources for
sportsmen, outdoor and wildlife enthusiasts, and future
generations. NBU volunteers do this through the reintroduction
of big game, habitat conservation and improvement, public
education and participation, biological and scientific research, and
the influence of public policy.
It is with this Mission in mind that the Board of Directors has
decided to support the Wild Harvest Initiative in order to promote
public outreach and education related to the benefits that
sportsmen and sportswomen contribute to wildlife, as well as to
expand public knowledge on the benefits that the responsible
harvesting of wildlife has on society.

IT’S IN YOUR

MORNING COMMUTE.
IT’S IN YOUR NATURE.

TM

Let’s face it, hunting isn’t just something you do. It’s who you are. At Cabela’s, we feel the same way.
That’s why it’s in our nature to support you with thousands of experts, more than 50 years of
experience and every last bit of expertise, so you can treasure this passion for the rest of your days.

RENO, NV • 775.829.4100 • CABELAS.COM/RENO
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It is the hope of the Board of Directors that the Wild Harvest
Initiative will provide data to help sportsmen and women to bridge
the divide between themselves and the non-hunting public, which
in turn may help to direct and support sound public policy in
regards to wildlife.
Immediately following this introduction is an article by Mr. Shane
Mahoney introducing our members to the Wild Harvest Initiative,
as well as a short biography introducing our members to Mr.
Mahoney.
NBU looks forward to working with Mr. Mahoney and is excited
about the possibilities of the Wild Harvest Initiative. Enjoy the
read.

The harvest and consumption of wildlife has been an integral part
of the human story through the entirety of our existence. About
2.6 million years ago, meat became a significant part of the prehuman diet, when our ancestors discovered that meat provided
a much higher calorie meal in exchange for less chewing effort,
compared with vegetation. This was no small discovery. A recent
scientific study published in the highly respected journal, Nature,
concluded that without an early diet that included generous
amounts of animal protein, we would not have become human, at
least not in our modern form and capacities.
Then, about 10,000 years ago, humans stopped wandering
around in pursuit of food in favor of cultivating the land and
creating permanent settlements. As a result, life and our food
supply became more predictable and secure, allowing our species
to grow swiftly in numbers and spread across the globe. More
recently, advances in agricultural technology have freed the
majority of people from a need to concern themselves with food
acquisition at all, aside from the minor effort of supermarket
shopping. Despite, however, the existence of expansive
agricultural operations and commercial fisheries, people in
many regions of the world still depend, in part or entirely, on wild
harvested food for their sustenance.
So, after nearly two million years of ecological history our
dependencies and vital engagements with nature continue.
Despite advances in agriculture and vast increases in
urbanization and nature separation, many of us humans, out of
necessity and choice, harvest from the wild. Take, for example,
the affluent and highly industrialized nations of the United States
and Canada. Combined, more than forty million citizens of these
countries participate, each year, in recreational hunting and
fishing. That’s a group of forty million individuals (or somewhere
around twelve percent of the population) who are motivated to
harvest wild protein from our forests, fields, lakes, and streams.
Apparently, we do not shed our hunter-gatherer roots so easily.
But what compels people out-of-doors in the uncomfortable and
often strenuous attempt to procure game, fowl, fish, or shellfish?
The answer to “why we hunt” varies, ranging from necessity, to
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tradition, to taste preferences, to health and fitness concerns and
a desire to contribute to wildlife conservation. Yet, regardless of
motivation, nearly all hunters and anglers consume at least some,
if not all, of their annual harvest. Likewise, nearly all hunters
and anglers share their harvest with family, friends, co-workers
and neighbors, while some donate it to local food banks or food
sharing programs to assist disadvantaged persons. As such,
there can be no doubt that far more than forty million people in
the U.S. and Canada consume at least one meal of wild-caught or
wild-shot protein every year. But how many citizens are we talking
about?
The truth is, no knows the real magnitude of this wild harvest.
It has never before been measured, though we know it must
represent hundreds of millions of pounds of protein annually.
As a consequence, we cannot fully understand the economic,
social, and health benefits of recreational wild animal harvests
in American and Canadian societies. Despite our many
technological advances and societaladvances, we still don’t really
understand the modern value of the thing that made us human
- wild meat. But how can we convince others of the modern
relevance of our time-honored and well-loved outdoor traditions if
we, ourselves, do not have all the facts?
This is why, for those of us who love to hunt and fish, the Wild
Harvest Initiative® is a game-changer.
In 2015, Conservation Visions Inc. embarked on a landmark
project, the Wild Harvest Initiative®, designed to evaluate the full
scope of benefits of recreational wild animal harvest in the U.S.
and Canada. Founded upon and driven by a diverse partnership
of individuals, business interests, conservation NGOs, and
government agencies, the project’s mission is not only to provide
a first-ever evaluation of the biomass and economic value of
wild food harvested by recreational hunters and anglers in North
America, but also to assess the wider community of consumers
who share in this harvest.
By conjoining these insights with existing economic assessments
of recreational hunting and angling, and by evaluating the costs
and mechanisms that might be considered necessary to replace
this wild food harvest, the Initiative will also help focus a wider
question facing conservation policy institutions in both countries;
namely, if hunting and angling were to disappear tomorrow, what
would be the consequences?
We all agree that hunting needs to be normalized in society and
find its way into broader discussions with wider public sectors
The outcomes and deliverables provided by the Wild Harvest
Initiative® will contribute to conversations about the relevance
of such wild animal harvests in modern North American society
and will be relevant to people everywhere who are concerned
with safe, healthy food. The study’s findings will prove significant
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CONSERVATION VISIONS
- SHANE MAHONEY BIO

in terms of food security; wildlife management; cultural
traditions, particularly hunting and angling; human health and
fitness; conservation and sustainable resource use; agricultural
innovation; and for public and private land use policies. Practical
and focused in its approach, the Wild Harvest Initiative will:
• Demonstrate, for the first time, the magnitude of annual
recreational harvests of wildlife and fish in the United States
and Canada in terms of pounds of food procured by citizens,
and food security;
• Prove the relative contribution of wildlife and fish harvested
annually in the United States and Canada in terms of human
health and basic nutritional requirements;
• Substantiate and expand the economic valuation, in real
dollars and cents, of wild harvested protein in the Unites
States and Canada;
• Showcase the sustainability and low environmental
impact of recreationally harvested wild meat and fish, and
make positive comparisons with commercial fisheries and
agriculture;
• Increase public awareness of the positive values of
wild harvested protein in terms of nutrition, environmental
sustainability, and economics, by extension informing the
general public’s knowledge and impressions of hunting and
angling;
• Increase public awareness and engagement regarding
the importance of wildlife and fish habitat as a food resevoir,
thereby encouraging the mobilization of greater efforts for its
conservation. Aesthetics matter to some, but food matters to
many;
• Mobilize a new, broader, more inclusive valuation of wildlife
and fish, which will help increase the profile of these resources
in land use and policy management decisions – this is the first
research effort to specifically address valuation from a food
perspective;
• Increase public awareness of hunting and angling as
effective conservation tools, as well as components of food
security, while dispelling the myth that these activities have
become irrelevant in modern society;
• Remind the general public of the current cost of wildlife
and fish management, how much greater this would become,
and how much more of a burden would fall to the average
taxpayer, if the hunters and anglers who practice wild protein
harvest did not, by doing so, contribute economically to wildlife
management;
• Provide common ground for discussion and public
engagement in wildlife conservation issues, thereby laying the
groundwork for wider and more effective coalitions to support
wildlife and fish conservation; and
• Link recreational and wild meat gathering in Canada and
the United States to harvests by indigenous and rural peoples
around the world to demonstrate the normalcy, as well as the
cultural and historical significance of this activity.

By Shane Mahoney
Shane Mahoney is one of conservation and hunting’s most
influential and dynamic thought leaders - not just in North
America, but internationally. Former Executive Director of
Sustainable Development and Strategic Science for the
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador and now president
and CEO of Conservation Visions Inc., Shane has devoted his life
to wild animals and wild places. He serves as Vice-Chair of the
IUCN’s Sustainable Use and Livelihoods Specialist Group (SULi),
International Liaison for The Wildlife Society, Deputy President of
Policy and Law for the International Council for Game and Wildlife
Conservation (CIC), and is also the Executive Director of the High
Lonesome Institute.

For Nevada specifically, the Wild Harvest Initiative will ultimately
provide these various additional valuations relative to hunting
and angling in the state , and, in particular, estimates of food
biomass, dollar value of harvest, and the costs of replacing wild
protein through industrial food production systems, should hunting
and angling cease to exist. Furthermore, through its outreach
efforts and emphasis on wild food gathering, the project will draw
attention to the importance of wildlife habitats in Nevada, and to
efforts focused on their maintenance and conservation. Doing
so will provide new, supplementary leverage for considering
the interrelationships between hunting, angling, and wildlife
conservation in land and water use policy decisions. The
project may also help identify gaps in recorded harvest data for
hunted and fished species in Nevada and, if such gaps exist,
help encourage improved record keeping to enhance wildlife
management knowledge and mobilize greater state-wide efforts
for conservation.

Deeply passionate and often challenging in his views, Shane is a
strong believer in the value of communicating about conservation
science and hunting. Through his many scientific and popular
writings, award-winning film productions, and, more recently his
podcast, Conservation Matters, he continues to inspire both the
hunting and non-hunting public to not only care for wildlife and
appreciate its value, but also to fully understand sustainable use
as a meaningful tool for conservation. Shane is a rare individual
who can reach deeply into our own thoughts about the natural
world, and somehow help us better understand why we, as
humans, feel as we do, and why our conservation mission is so
important.

Recreational wild harvest in North America should absolutely
be viewed as one of the most sustainable, healthy, and
environmentally friendly food procurement systems in existence.
It should be a uniting force, and not a source of division or conflict,
especially amongst people who care about wildlife. Instead of
taking this harvest for granted, we need to promote it and explain
how hunting and angling not only benefit us personally, but also
benefit the natural world and thus all other citizens.
The Wild Harvest Initiative® is an essential step forward in
protecting our hunting and angling traditions, while ensuring
a future for our national treasures of wilderness and wildlife.
Healthy living and quality food are a priority for all society, so let’s
bring hunting home to everyone.
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NBU LEGACY FUND
NBU Gratefully Acknowledges African Arrow
as a 37th Annual Banquet Sponsor

In our last edition you read about one of our Gold Ram Life Members stepping up and
committing $100,000 to NBU with a challenge for us to match his donation before he’ll
write the check. Since our last edition, we’ve had some devoted members approach us
with commitments to meet this match. However, we want to grow this fund so the
principal in the investment can generate as much interest and revenue as possible and
we’re looking for more support. Please consider contacting us and stepping up if you
haven’t already. If now’s not a good time for you financially but you still want to support it, please think of this program for your long-term planning. Here are the details
once more in case you missed the last issue:
This donation will create an investment fund where the
interest generated will be used on an annual basis to
support youth wildlife and other programs that attract
people to hunting and fishing, and educate them about
wildlife. The fund’s principal amount won’t be touched
and the idea is to grow the fund annually.
Examples of programs this fund may be used for include
but are not limited to the following:
- James Lathrop and Wayne Capurro Memorial
- Wildlife Internship (Statewide);
- NBU College Scholarships (Statewide);
- Kids Free Fishing Days (Statewide);
- UNR/Society for Range Management Youth Range
Camp (Austin, NV);
- Maison T Ortiz Youth Outdoor Skills Camp (Out
side Reno, NV);
- Youth Shooting Sports and Rifle Team Events
(Statewide); and
- Archery in the Schools Programs (Statewide).
So how can you help? Consider making a donation. Donations, which are 100% tax deductible, can be made in
cash, check or credit card and coordinated by calling us
(775.870.4094), emailing us (vittorijoshua@gmail.com),
or by simply dropping your donation in the mail (P.O. Box
21393 Reno, Nevada 89515-1393, Attn.: Legacy Fund).
Donors can be individuals, families, businesses, or organizations.
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Northern & Southern Nevada

CALL MIKE

775.857.7084

WWW.NELSONSTAXIDERMY.COM

Conveniently located off the Mt. Rose Highway
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Nelson’s Taxidermy proudly supports NBU
and their conservation efforts.
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O U R S P E C I A LT Y I S
NEW!

Variety…

Thought Owning Leica
Performance Was Out of
Reach?
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As the world’s largest industrial auctioneer, Ritchie Bros.
helps thousands of people sell billions of dollars of heavy
equipment and trucks every year. Customers all around the
world know they can count on our expertise to help them
confidently exchange equipment at our fair, professional
unreserved public auctions.

rbauction.com

B I G OR SMAL L , W E C ATE R TH E M AL L !
• Galas, Parties, Gatherings
• Corporate Functions
• Weddings & Showers

• Pop-ups, Drop-offs
• Way, Way More!

Nevada Bighorns Unlimited gratefully
acknowledges Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers
as a 37th annual banquet sponsor.

To learn more, visit your authorized Leica dealer or
leica-hunting.com
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EXPERTS.
To sell your equipment and trucks, contact your local
Ritchie Bros. representative: Brian Hamre 530.867.2241
Bhamre@auction.com

Geovid-R Rangefinding Binoculars
Time to change your thinking about Leica rangefinding
binocular performance being out of reach. The all-new
Geovid-R boasts the rangefinding precision and optical
brilliance for which Leica is widely acclaimed. Featuring line-of-sight ranging to 1,350 yards, EHR ballistics
functionality, and the legacy of innovation, quality, and
durability that are hallmarks of every Leica Geovid. All at
an exceptional value that make Geovid-R the ideal choice
as your first premium performance rangefinding binocular.
__ available in 8x, 10x, and 15x magnifications
__ 42mm and 56mm lens sizes
__ rubber armored, waterproof

COUNT ON THE

B L E N D C AT E R I N G R E N O . C O M
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HUNTING DOG TIPS

is more the abrasion type pad blisters I am referring to. I have
seen so many dogs come in with blistered pads on every pad of
all four limbs, and had to clean and trim the wounds, bandage
the feet and tell the owner this dog is out for a month. I see the
thoughts running through - I could still hunt next weekend if we
leave the bandages on right?? Good thing our dogs have a union
representative!

By Jim Nelson, DVM
One of the things that amazes me the most is how quickly time
seems to pass by. I guess that is good news in a way, as the
time needed to pass between hunting seasons is gone in a flash!
The bad news is, that time needed between hunting seasons
passes in a flash, and little things like preparation get shoved to
the wayside. This can have major, negative effects on us, and
man’s best friend, our canine hunting companions. I would like to
spend a little time to discuss some of the more common problems
this creates for our dogs, which I see manifest every year in my
veterinary clients.
Being an avid Chukar hunter, I am always amazed, actually
awestruck at the athletic ability and pure instinct of hunting dogs.
A good hunting dog is a joy to watch in the field and I believe
the true reason I so enjoy chasing those birds up and down
mountains. I have used GPS collars to track my dogs, and at
the end of every day I marvel at the total miles my dogs traverse
through some of the most rugged terrain Nevada has to offer. It
is not uncommon for my dogs to run 50 miles per day, sometimes
for two or three days in a row. I have spoken with other hunters
who have big ranging dogs who will cover 70-80 miles per day.
That is a feat on flat ground, unbelievable in chukar country. With
the start of chukar season in October, temperatures can still be
quite warm to hot. Hunting in the high mountain desert, water
can be scarce. That is a perfect scenario for heat stress in our
dogs. We like to think that if we get overheated, we know enough
to sit down in some shade, hydrate and cool off. Hunting dogs do
not, and are often so driven that they will push on, through heat
stress and into exhaustion and heat stroke. This event can be
life threatening, and a cruel process leading to death. We, as the
owners of these pets need to be aware of this threat and do all we
can to prevent it from occurring. Once started down the pathway
of heat stroke, odds of a favorable outcome are poor. Warning
signs of impending danger can be easily misconstrued. Often
the first sign of danger is excessive panting- hard to judge this
on a chukar hunt with the output required to maintain the hunt. A
normally hard charging dog may slow a bit, be a little anxious or
restless, or blow through a covey they would normally not miss.
These small signs may be your only warning. Its easy to say
“darned dog is rusty to start the season”, or “she is just out of
shape, and needs a few days like this to get her back in shape”.
Heat stroke is deadly, if there is ANY doubt. Stop. Make your
dog lay down in some shade, offer water. If the dog will not drink
cool them down a little by pouring a little water over the jugular
veins and inside the back legs- the evaporative effect over large
vessels will help lower core temperature. Do not start again until
panting has abated, and you may want to strongly consider calling
it a day and heading back. No hunter wants to quit early, but the
opportunity to hunt again with that highly trained dog over the
years will easily outweigh any lost time for the day. If it is a hot
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day, with little water- maybe just plan a half day hunt to start. I
can not stress enough, heat stroke is deadly. Even if transported
to a veterinary clinic, it is an uphill battle to preserve life. As
muscle breaks down, it releases myoglobin, which damages
the kidneys. Clotting systems fail, inflammatory mediators are
released and a cascade of problems ensue.
Warm temperatures also mean snakes are likely out an
active. Rattlesnakes are out and make their presence
known. Rattlesnake bites are another common issue we deal
with. In northern Nevada, the great basin rattlesnake is the
only venomous snake we have. Their toxin is classified as a
hemotoxin. If your dog is struck, immediately stop hunting and
transport your dog to the nearest veterinary hospital. Try to
minimize activity on the way in. Do not apply a tourniquet, make
cuts over the bite wound, or administer any aspirin, ibuprofen
or Tylenol. Just transport to a vet clinic. Most of these strikes
are no fun, but rarely life threatening. The best prevention is
avoidance, so snake break classes are highly recommended, or
maybe consider hunting when it is cooler to avoid heat stroke and
snakes!!
I would say the other most common hunting dog issue I see is pad
injuries. Dogs have pads on all four feet that act as cushioning
for all the miles they run. These pads are almost like calluses on
the feet, and with the abuse they sustain in the volcanic rock, pad
lacerations and abrasions are common. In my experience, once
a dog has significant pad injuries, that dog is very likely to have
recurrent problems, often for the rest of their hunting careers.
That being said, prevention is important. I firmly believe that most
of these injuries are just oversight on our part. Not all, but most.
These dogs spend March through October on carpet, or grass
then are suddenly out covering 50 miles in abrasive volcanic rock.
You can buy expensive boots for your dogs- ( I’ve done this and
spent $80 on nice boots only to have my dog come back with only
one on) which would help, but I think a less expensive alternative
is conditioning. As your dog runs, they will gradually toughen up
these pads like a callus. When calluses are formed, resistance
to pad wounds increases. Remember, dogs that get severe pad
abrasions will likely never hunt a season again with out these
painful lesions recurring, so prevention is important. Sure a sharp
rock will even beat a firm callus, and lacerations occur, but it

My feeling is that we can help avoid heat stroke and pad injuries
by spending time before the season conditioning our dogs. If
some asked one of us to run a marathon - in our bare feet with
out any training, I think very few of us could do this. However,
if we trained for it, we all could. Our dogs are no different, they
just can’t laugh and tell us we are crazy when we ask, so they
try. Spend some time conditioning, it will pay dividends each and
every year. Get your dog out for some runs in the hills before the
season. Let them build up their fitness and their pads before the
season starts in a more gradual fashion. Take advantage of this
to boost your fitness level as well and it will make that thousand
feet of elevation gain you need when your dog is on point a little
more bearable for you as well. Walk with your dog. I am not an
NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Gerber
advocate of taking your dog out and letting him or her out and
as a 37th Annual Banquet Sponsor
while you drive along to exercise the dog. I can not tell you how
many dogs I have seen run over by the owner in this scenario.
There was a time in my career where I felt an equal number of hit
by car dogs were run over by their owner in this scenario as hit
by car running loose in the city. I was shocked by this and noted
an extra amount of guilt when owner’s ran over their own dog. As
hard as this is to believe, I can not tell you how often it occurs.
GG_Advertisement_NBU-Banquet_2017_v2_Outlined.indd 1
Maybe I should save these stories for a future article!
There are many other dangers out there for out petshypoglycemia, falls from cliffs, other predators, fights with other
NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Vortex
dogs, eye injuries, foxtails ( Don’t get me started on that one),
as a 37th Annual Banquet Sponsor
sprains and strains, etcetera, but the above is the most common
things I see. And you waterfowlers out there- condition your dogs
as well. I don’t see as many injuries and snake bites, but heat
stroke still can occur, pad wounds, punctures with infections do
occur. Conditioning will help your dogs as well! And may help
keep the weight off a little!!

3/10/17

Wishing all of you the best hunting seasons possible!!
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2017 PROJECT RECAP

June 3rd, 2017 – Slumbering Hills Guzzler Project 1 & 2

By NBU

A special thank you to our volunteer base for all their effort making the 2017 Water Development Season a success.
We couldn’t do it without you. The following is a list of the completed projects for 2017.

March 18th, 2017 – Santa Fe Guzzler Project

The construction of a 4,600 square-foot collection apron with 11,500 gallon water
storage capacity and a fenced drinker. The naming rights for this project were
purchased by our good friend Dennis Sites. Dennis is a huge supporter of NBU
and has purchased the naming
rights on three additional
guzzlers. The construction of
this guzzler replaced a smaller
existing guzzler. NDOW
supplied the materials and
NBU supplied the tools for this
project. Lunch and Dinner
were provided by NBU for the 51 volunteers present. This guzzler will support
over 125 Desert Bighorn Sheep that live in this country and rely on this water
source.

April 22nd, 2017 – Little Angel Guzzler Project

The construction of a 3,800 sf collection apron with 11,500 gallon water
storage capacity and a fenced drinker. This construction of this guzzler
replaced a smaller existing guzzler. NDOW supplied the materials and NBU
supplied the tools for this project. NBU supplied lunch and dinner for 58
volunteers. This
guzzler is in a very
populated sheep
area and will support
over 125 Desert
Bighorn Sheep.

The construction of
two guzzlers that
each had a 2,160
sf collection apron
with 9,200 gallons of
water storage capacity
and fenced drinkers.
NDOW supplied the
building materials and
NBU supplied the
tools for this project.
The naming rights were purchased by Jim Billingsley and family. Jim is a
great supporter of many Northern Nevada Wildlife groups including Nevada Chukar Foundation, Pershing County Chukar Unlimited,
Nevada Muleys and Nevada Bighorns Unlimited. Volunteers from all four organizations participated in the build with a total of 74
people present. Nevada Chukar Foundation cooked dinner Friday night, Pershing County Chukar cooked breakfast Saturday morning,
Nevada Muleys supplied the lunches and NBU cooked dinner Saturday night. A good time was had by all.

June 24th, 2017 – Hopping Peaks Guzzler Project

The construction of a 2,080 sf collection apron with 8,000 gallon water
storage capacity and a fenced drinker. NDOW supplied the materials and
NBU supplied
the tools. NBU
supplied lunch
and dinner
for the 54
attendees.

May 13th, 2017 – Sand Hills Guzzler Project

The construction of a 2,400 sf collection apron with 6,900 gallon water storage
capacity and a fenced drinker. The naming rights for this project were purchase by
Randy Venturacci (past NBU President) and dedicated in memory of his son Michael
Edward Venturacci. Both Randy and Michael have been great supporters of NBU for
any years. NDOW supplied
the materials and NBU
supplied the tools for this
project. Lunch and dinner
was provided by NBU for the
59 volunteers present for the
build. The dedication and
dinner for Michael was held
at Winnemucca Ranch on July 8th.
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Do you think these bighorn
sheep are thirsty?
Don’t make Nevada’s
wildlife wait for your
support!

Past NBU Director & Water Development Manager Mel Belding
and NDOW Biologist Jason Salisbury

Join NBU today!
Over the last thirty-seven years, NBU has grown to become
the largest grass roots volunteer sportsmen’s organization in
Nevada, and quite possibly the country! Through the support
of our members, NBU has raised millions of dollars and logged
literally thousands of volunteer hours to benefit Nevada’s
wildlife. In the past five years alone, NBU has funded and
actively participated in numerous big game capture, relocation
and survey projects, water development and enhancement
projects, Sheldon National Wildlife Refuge wild horse control,
made equipment and repair donations essential to NDOW,
participated in disease outbreak and prevention programs,
funded wildlife research including bighorn sheep, mountain
goats, elk, mule deer and sage grouse studies, supported
sound science predator control programs, awarded youth
scholarships and contributed to youth hunting and fishing
forums, as well as participated in numerous range restoration
projects.
The efforts of NBU have directly contributed to Nevada
currently having well over 11,000 bighorn sheep within our
borders. That is more bighorn sheep than any other state
in the lower 48! NBU has been largely responsible for

transplanting bighorn sheep in 80 of the 86 mountain ranges
in Nevada that bighorns call home. But NBU is not only about
wild sheep! Through the donations and participation from
concerned sportsmen and sportswomen such as you, NBU has
increased opportunities to hunt big and small game animals, as
well as otherwise enjoying Nevada’s wildlife experience.
You can become a member of NBU in four different ways:
(1) By attending our Annual Fundraising Banquet in the
Spring of each year; (2) By making a donation to the Annual
Fundraising Banquet; (3) By volunteering your time one day
a year on a project sponsored by NBU to perpetuate the
mission of the organization; and finally (4) By joining using the
application form on the adjacent page or via our website at
http://NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org.
Please help NBU perpetuate our mission to protect and
enhance Nevada’s wildlife resources for sportsmen, outdoor
and wildlife enthusiasts for this and future generations.
Thank you for your consideration.

Join Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
& Support Your Nevada Wildlife!
~ Sportsmen working for the future of Nevada’s wildlife ~
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Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
P.O. Box 21393
Reno, Nevada 89515-1393

Non-Profit
Org.
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Quality, custom designed trophies with
a six month turnaround. Visit our website
to view more of our custom sheep.
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